Airship Pirates Core
Rulebook Errata
Version 1.2, September 2011
Special thanks to John Kahane!
P.44 The Air Navy Officer skill list should
include Pilot.
P.49 The Pirate/Privateer skill list should
include Pilot.
P.54
Under “Cash and Equipment”, the reference to
Cultures should be to p.28, not p.172.
P.54 Under “Airship Skills”, the list should also
include Pilot skill.
P.55
In the second column, under “Theater”, the bit in
brackets after Disguise, “(costumes, stage set,
etc.)” should be replaced with “Performance
(any)”.
P.56
In the first column, Airship Complications are
said to be on p.X. They are actually on pp.126-7.
P.72
Thomas has the Fast Reload Talent, which
doesn’t exist. Replace it with Quick Draw.
P.76
Morris Higson’s Class box is empty. It should
read “Lower Class.”
P.95

attention, each success on a Wits + Medicine roll
heals 2 points of damage."
P.127
At the top of the second column, the beginning of
the sentence has gone missing. It should read:
“The following rules explain how crews are
handled in...”
P.131
The reference to the Bestiary on the second line
should read “p.261”.
P.133
In the example in the first column, under the
second table, medium range is 3, not 2, so the
example should read:
Example: Two cars chasing each other at
medium range would be 3x10 yards apart, i.e.
30 yards; whereas two airships chasing each
other at medium range would be 3x100 yards
apart, i.e. 300 yards. This gives the players
some indication as to whether their opponent is
within range of their guns.
P.153
Under the entry for the Steam Truck, the text
“(coal or wood)” should be under the Range
heading.
P.170

Performance is a Group Skill, though it is not
marked as such.

The last sentence in the first column should refer
to the Neovictorian city of Desolation – the
Neobedouin don’t build cities!

P.107

P.253

There should be another paragraph at the end of
the Recovery section (just before the "Automaton
Healing" heading) as follows:

In the second column, near the bottom, of
Example 2, it states the Professor has "6x3=12
black dice". This should, of course, be 18 black
dice.

"Bruise damange heals much more quickly than
normal damage. Natural healing takes place at a
rate of 1 health point plus 1 for every Fortitude
point over 0 for every hour of rest. With medical

